RESOLUTION NO. 2019-164

RESOLUTION EARNESTLY REQUESTING HIS HONOR, THE CITY MAYOR TO ENCOURAGE ALL CONCERNED LAND OWNERS TO COOPERATE BY ALLOWING THE CAMARINES SUR II ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE (CASURECO II) ACQUIRE PORTION OF THEIR PROPERTY AS RIGHT OF WAY FOR RELOCATION OF ELECTRIC POSTS AFFECTED BY THE ROAD WIDENING PROJECTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS (DPWH), AND TO DIRECT THE OFFICE OF THE CITY ENGINEER TO DISSEMINATE COPIES OF THIS RESOLUTION TO, AND COORDINATE WITH, THE CONCERNED PROPERTY OWNERS, AND TO RENDER A REPORT ON THE OUTCOME THEREOF:-

Sponsors: Hon. Mila S.D. Raquid-Arroyo
Hon. Alexisse Ione B. Blas
City Youth Councilor

WHEREAS, in compliance with the Sangguniang Panlungsod’s directive, through its transmittal letter dated May 6, 2019, the CASURECO II through OIC-Manager Emelita E. Candia submitted an update with respect to the relocation, and right-of-way for the relocation of electric posts due to the Road Widening Projects in the City of Naga by the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH);

WHEREAS, reports show that numerous accidents have been reported not only in Naga City but also in other municipalities within the coverage area of CASURECO II due to electric poles which remain to be unrelocated despite the road widening undertaken by the DPHW;

WHEREAS, it appears that one of the causes in the delay in relocating the electric posts is the cooperation of certain property owners to allow the CASURECO II acquire portion of their property as right-of-way;

WHEREAS, copy of the list of concerned property owners is hereto attached as integral part of this resolution;

WHEREAS, finding the same to be in order and necessary to immediately effect the relocation of electric posts for the purpose of protecting the welfare of the general public;

NOW, THEREFORE, on motion of Hon. Mila S.D. Raquid-Arroyo, seconded by Hon. Jose C. Rañola, Hon. Vidal P. Castillo and City Youth Councilor Angelica May C. Clarito;

BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved, to earnestly request His Honor, the City Mayor to encourage all concerned land owners to cooperate by allowing the Camarines Sur II Electric Cooperative (CASURECO II) acquire portion of their
property as right of way for relocation of electric posts affected by the road widening projects of the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH), and to direct the Office of the City Engineer to disseminate copies of this resolution to, and coordinate with, the concerned property owners, and to render a report on the outcome thereof.

LET COPIES of this resolution be furnished His Honor, the City Mayor for his concurrence, the Office of the City Engineer for its information and guidance, and all concerned property owners for their information.

APPROVED.
Adopted: May 7, 2019

WE HEREBY CERTIFY to the correctness of the foregoing resolution.

GIL A. DE LA TORRE
Secretary to the Sangguniang Panlungsod

ANDREA NIKOLE R. ABANTE
City Youth Secretary to the Sangguniang Panlungsod

CECILIA B. VELUZ-DE ASIS
City Councilor & Acting Presiding Officer

ALIJAH Z. SERRANO
City Youth Vice Mayor & Acting Presiding Officer

CONCURRED:

JOHN G. BONGAT
City Mayor

JAN CARLO E. BAGASBAS
City Youth Mayor